
33ND INTERNATIONAL COSMIC RAY CONFERENCE, RIO DE JANEIRO 2013THE ASTROPARTICLE PHYSICS CONFERENCEA Proposal of a Multi Diretional Neutron Telesope for Observations of Gala-ti Cosmi RaysH.KOJIMA1 , A.OSHIMA2 , S.SHIBATA2 , Y.HAYASHI3 , H.ANTIA4, S.DUGAD4 , T.FUJII3 , S.K.GUPTA4,S.KAWAKAMI3 , M.MINAMINO3, P.K.MOHANTY4, I.MORISHITA5, T.NAKAMURA6 , T.NONAKA7, S.OGIO3,H.TAKAMARU2 , H.TANAKA3, K.TANAKA8, N.ITO3, A.JAIN4, T.MATSUYAMA3, B.RAO4 , K.YAMAZAKI3,N.YOSHIDA2 FOR THE ICRC COLLABORATION.1 Aihi Institute of Tehnology2 Chubu University3 Osaka City University4 Tata Institute of Fundamental Researh5 Asahi University6 Kohi University8 Hiroshima City University7 University of Tokyoshibata�is.hubu.a.jpAbstrat: For the purpose of observing solar neutrons produed at solar �ares, the solar neutron telesope hasbeen using, whih has veto detetors to rejet the inidene of harged partiles and athes the reoil protonfrom prodution layers as the signal of neutron inidene. In this paper, by taking advantage of the detetor todisriminate the diretions of inident neutron, we propose a new appliation to investigate the time variationsand anisotropies of galati osmi rays.Keywords: neutron, telesope, anisotropies of galati osmi rays, GRAPES-3.1 IntrodutionBoth intensity variations and anisotropies of galati os-mi rays ould be organized into two different types suhas stable variations and temporal variations. These are be-lieved to be related to the most important mystery of theorigin of galati osmi rays and their propagation. Thestable variations in galati osmi rays are formed by thestruture of the magneti �eld of the inner solar systemwhih ould be modulated by the solar ativity and solarwind. The temporal variations, on the other hand, are re-lated to sudden phenomena like Forbush dereases ausedby solar �ares.1.1 Stable variations of osmi raysSolar wind plasma and the solar magneti �eld form a spi-ral struture of the magneti �eld of the inner solar systemwhih is known as Parker's spiral. But the spiral strutureould be varying in time moderately by the variation of so-lar wind veloity. The propagation or transport of gala-ti osmi rays in suh a magneti �eld an be desribedby the Parker's theory of diffusion and onvention of os-mi rays. A �utuation of suh an interplanetarymagneti-�eld strength is thought to affet the propagation of gala-ti osmi rays, beause of an interation between mag-neti �eld and eletri harges of osmi rays.1.2 Temporal variations of osmi raysSolar �ares liberate an enormous magneti energy at thesurfae of the sun and provide the energy to a shok wavewhih would be reated in the solar wind plasma. Theshok wave auses several eletromagneti phenomena inthe interplanetary spae inluding the earth's neighbor-hood spae. The turbulenes of suh an eletromagneti

�eld leads to a sudden variation of the galati osmi rayintensity, like Forbush dereases.The stable and temporal variations observed in the in-tensities and anisotropies of galati osmi rays, whihpropagate in the spiral struture of interplanetary magneti�eld, are thought to be typial eletromagneti phenom-ena that might happen in the universe. Therefor the detailstudy of both the intensity variations and the anisotropiesof galati osmi rays in the inner solar system will leadto a basi understanding of mehanisms of various phe-nomena aused by astronomial plasma.The effet of the magneti shok wave aompanied bysolar wind plasma on the eletromagneti environment ofthe earth is quite serious beause that our modernized so-iety is supported by highly developed eletroni devies.The study of galati osmi rays in the inner solar system,espeially near earth is important for our real life on earthas a spae weather.So far, suh a researh mentioned above has been ar-ried by using radio wave, visible right, x-ray satellite andpartile rays. However the observables from these mea-surements are based on the diret images of a phenomenonon the surfae of the sun, or some physial quantities ofsolar wind plasma or of interplanetary magneti �eld mea-sured at the earth's neighborhood spae. Furthermore, ob-servations of atmospheri neutrons indued by galatiosmi rays at the top of the earth's atmosphere have onlybeen arried by the equipment without the funtionality ofmeasuring partile energy and diretions.Here, we propose a new type of telesope of atmo-spheri neutrons, whih will be installed at the site ofGRAPES-3 experiment, to investigate the time variationsand anisotropies of galati osmi rays.



Neutron Telesope33ND INTERNATIONAL COSMIC RAY CONFERENCE, RIO DE JANEIRO 20132 GRAPES-3The experimental system of the GRAPES-3 (Gamma RayAstronomy at PeV EnergyS Phase-3) experiment onsistsof a densely paked array of sintillator detetors and alarge area traking muon detetor. The EAS array onsistsof 350 plasti sintillator detetors , eah of 1 m2 in area.These detetors are deployed with an inter-detetor sepa-ration of only 8m. The array is being operated at Ooty insouth India (11:4ÆN, 76:7ÆE, 2200m altitude).The 560 m2 GRAPES-3 muon detetor onsists of 4super-modules, eah in turn having 4 sub-modules. Eahsub-module with a sensitive area of 35 m2 onsists of a to-tal of 232 proportional ounters (PRCs) arranged in 4 lay-ers, with alternate layers plaed in orthogonal diretions.Two suessive layers of PRCs are separated by 15 mthik onrete. The energy threshold of 1 GeV for vertialmuons, has been ahieved by plaing a total of 15 layersof onrete bloks (total absorber thikness�550 g�m�2)above the top layer. The onrete bloks have been ar-ranged in the shape of an inverted pyramid to provide ade-quate shielding up to a zenith angle of 45Æ.3 Design of Neutron TelesopeFor the purpose of deteting atmospheri neutrons pro-dued by high energy osmi rays, the neutron telesopehas been using, whih has veto detetors to rejet the in-idene of harged partiles, detetion of the reoil protonfrom prodution layers as the signal of neutron inidene.In our proposal, the newly designed neutron telesope andetet reoiled protons whih might be kiked out by neu-trons in the prodution layer as a typial neutron detetor,and furthermore it an reord their inident diretions also.We show the shemati image of the newly designedneutron telesope in Figure.1. The telesope onsists ofseveral layers of the detetor for a spei� purposes eah.Two layers of proportional ounter tubes at the top oftelesope perform as the veto detetors rejeting an ele-tromagneti omponent and muon omponent of the se-ondary partiles. The layers made up of timbers and sin-tillators, whih has an area of 9 m2, are the prodution lay-ers for onversion of atmospheri neutrons to reoiled pro-tons. The remained 6 layers of proportional ounter tubeswill be operated as a partile traking detetors that anreord the diretion of the reoiled protons. Eah layer ofproportional ounter tubes onsists of 58 tubes and has thearea of 35 m2 as a sensitive area. They are arranged withalternate layers plaed in orthogonal diretions to identifythe partile traks.4 SimulationThis work shows the results of Monte Carlo simulations toquantify the harateristis of atmospheri neutrons due tohigh energy osmi rays of various primary energies. theharateristis of atmospheri neutrons at an observationlevel have been alulated to estimate the possible observ-ables derived from the new neutron telesope. COSIKA(COsmi Ray Simulations for KAskade), whih is widelyused by high energy osmi ray experiments around theworld, was used for this purpose. The CORSIKA was setup with the parameter of QGSJII for high energy hadroniinteration and with GEISHA for low energy. The energyrange of primary partiles was set from 1GeV to 1TeV be-

ause that the median rigidity of primary protons at thegeomagneti latitude at the GRAPES-3 site is about 100GV. Sine the CORSIKA doesn't trae hadrons with en-ergies less than 50MeV in the simulation, the atmospherineutrons also were able to be followed up to the energyof 50MeV. The zenith angle of inident primaries were setuniformly between 0 and 50 degrees.5 ResultsWe've simulated development of the seondary partilesin the atmosphere with primary protons of energy from 1GeV to 1 TeV that have been divided into 12 points atequal interval in logarithmi sale. To quantify the primaryangular information of whih the seondary neutrons ankeep through the development in the atmosphere, we tookthe value of an opening angle between vetor of a neutronand of the primary proton.Beause that the seondary neutrons have undergoneseveral sattering in their passages, the distribution ofopening angle of seondary neutrons has broad distribu-tion with the width of about 10 degrees. The opening an-gle distribution of seondary neutrons indued by the pri-mary with an energy of 23.1 GeV in the Figure.2. In this�gure, we set a threshold energy for seondary neutrons at1 GeV and 2 GeV respetively, and found that there is nosigni�ant differene in the opening angle even though theneutron energies are different. As in the Figure.3, the dis-tribution of opening angle of the primary energy of 1 TeVis similar to that of Figure.2.

Figure 2: Opening angle distribution of the seondary neu-trons relative to the inident diretion of primary protons.The energy of the primary is �xed at 23.1GeV6 SummaryThe median rigidity of primary protons observed byGRAPES-3 muon telesope is around 100 GV with the as-sumption that the strength of interplanetary magneti �eldis about 5 nT. On the other hand, the median rigidity ofprimary protons observed by the neutron telesope, whih
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Figure1: The shemati image of the newly designed neutron telesope.

Figure 3: Opening angle distribution of the seondary neu-trons relative to the inident diretion of primary protons.The energy of the primary is �xed at 1000GeVhas been introdued in this paper, is about 30 GV at the siteof GRAPES-3, India. The Larmor radius of primary pro-tons at the median rigidity in the interplanetary magneti�eld observed by both the telesope has been estimated tobe about 0.5 AU and 0.15 AU respetively. It implies thatwe an explore the earth neighborhood spae with diffrentsale of spae by observing the primary protons of differ-ent rigidity. However, in this work, we've found that theseondary neutrons, whih are produed by the high en-ergy osmi rays or produed by the seondary nulei inthe atmosphere, an have large �utuations in an angu-lar information that is three times larger than the muontelesope. The angular resolution of the muon telesopeis approximately 10 degrees. Therefore the apability of

resolving the spae of the neutron telesope is almost thesame as that of the muon telesope.As we mentioned above, neutron omponents and muonomponents of seondary partiles an re�et the differentenergy region of the primary osmi rays. This allows usto prove the struture of Inter magneti �eld at differentenergy region.Aknowledgment:This work is supported by the grants-in-aid of the Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory of NagoyaUniversity and the Institute for Cosmi Ray Researh of Univer-sity of Tokyo.Referenes[1℄ H.Kojima, et al. Pro.32nd Int.Conf., Beijng (2011) SHir0983 Web[2℄ H.Kojima, et al. Pro.31st Int.Conf.,Lodz,(2009) Vol.1(SH),p 359-362[3℄ P.Subramanian, et al. Astronomy Astrophysis 494, 1107窶1118 (2009)
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